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Lessons Learned Statement: Revise Site Directives, Procedures, etc. as conditions change.

Discussion of Activities: Rocky Flats Project Office realized that Standard Site Directives, Orders, etc. will need to be revised as conditions change from “business as usual” to a dynamic closure operating environment. Some examples of visible changes are:

1. Hot Work Permits- procedures need to change as the work shifts from periodic equipment cuts and welds toward frequent facility demolition situations,
2. Refueling procedures- as electricity shifts from being provided by the grid to ward all electricity from portable generators and the vehicle gas station is demolished,
3. Fire protection procedures- need to be developed for movable structures as these suddenly proliferate to replace permanent structures being demolished,
4. Overall site Fire Protection procedures- Needs will develop to be able to take fire protection systems out of service, but the site must still ensure life safety and appropriate property protection at all times, and
5. Potential needed revisions/amendments to the directive for the control of sub-contractors, who typically have functioned under a less rigid safety and fire protection culture.

Analysis (May be incorporated into the Discussion):

Recommended Actions:

Estimated Savings/Cost Avoidance (if applicable):
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